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Apex Spec. Character - Vantage
Written by Marshall McCann

This sample is a spec. character introduction cinematic for Vantage, one of Apex 
Legends newest playable characters.



FADE IN:
 

INT. CAUSTIC TREATMENT FACILITY - AFTERNOON
 
MARA, 18, huddles into a corner near the control centre of the 
treatment facility. Frantically searching for an exit, she 
bumps into one of CAUSTIC’S gas traps, spewing toxic vapours 
into the air. The lethal gas swirls around the edges of the 
room, obscuring any path of escape. 
 

CAUSTIC (O.S.)
Your corpse will serve as valuable 
research.

 
Caustic’s voice bounces around the curved metal walls bordering 
the room. He’s hidden somewhere beneath the thick blanket of 
smog, creeping closer to Mara.
 
She coughs harshly after inhaling a wisp of vapour.
 

MARA
This stuff burns. You ok, Echo?

 
ECHO, Mara’s pet bat, pops out from her armour and coughs 
quietly, nodding its furry head. 
 
Mara wipes her watering eyes and blinks rapidly as she slowly 
shifts around the room. Her vision blurs.
 

MARA
We need to find high ground.

 
CAUSTIC (O.S.)

Succumb. Your probability of 
survival is low.

 
Mara’s body sways. The sound of her own cough grows distant. 
She aimlessly points a pistol at the smoke but her hand drops.
 

MARA
(whispering)

Survival...
 

INT. ICE CAVE, PAGOS - AFTERNOON - FLASHBACK
 
XENIA CONTRERAS, Mara’s mother, grips her daughter’s hand as 
they slither quietly around the corner of the cave. A long 
shadow appears at the cave’s entrance, and as it moves, the 
cave floor rattles. 
 
Xenia places Mara into a small, carved foxhole near an 
extinguished fire and some of their belongings. 
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MARA
Mom.

 
Xenia holds a finger to her lips and shoulders a heavily 
customized sniper rifle. 
 

XENIA
Only move when I say, Mara. Stay 
silent, little one. 

 
MARA

I can help.
 
Xenia shakes her head and calmly strides away into the shadows 
of the cave.
 
The bulking figure grows closer to the encampment where Mara is 
hidden. As the creature nears, its hot breath bellows and 
curls, seeping into Mara’s hiding place. 
 
The creature sniffs and pauses, kneeling down to look at the 
cloth covering the foxhole. A green dot appears on the 
creature’s chest.
 
The loud pang of a sniper round rings across the cave. The 
creature staggers backwards with the force of the bullet and 
collapses to the ground. It scrambles and quickly gathers 
itself, galloping towards the source of a green laser sight 
yards away. 
 
Mara pokes her head out from her foxhole. 
 

XENIA
MARA, RUN!

 
She slides from her hole and sprints towards the end of the 
cave - steel crampons gripping the icy floor with each step.
 
Behind her, the creature crashes head first into the ice shelf 
where her mother was hidden. Xenia is violently hurled from the 
shelf, scattering to the floor with countless shards of ice.
 
Xenia’s sniper rifle lands in front of Mara. 
 

MARA
MOM!

 
XENIA

Survive.
 
The creature spots Mara near the edge of the cave. It eyes her 
and gallops towards the young girl as she hurriedly snatches 
her mother’s rifle. 
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EXT. ICE CAVE, PAGOS - CONTINUOUS
 
Mara sprints towards the cave’s mouth and leaps. Engaging her 
jetpack, she rises towards the sky. The creature reaches her 
moccasin but she turns and kicks off from its carapace head. 
 
Mara pulls the bolt, chambering the next sniper round. She 
fires.
 

INT. CAUSTIC TREATMENT FACILITY - AFTERNOON
 
Mara blinks and coughs from the toxic gas. At the edge of the 
room, a massive door slides open, some of the vapour curls and 
dissipates into the open air. 
 
GIBRALTAR stands outside firing an R-301, semi-automatic rifle. 
He turns toward Mara and reloads the magazine. His bombardment 
falls like explosive rain at the edge of the building behind 
him.
 

GIBRALTAR
Kid, the party is outside!

 
Caustic fires a few shots from a Peacekeeper shotgun and wounds 
Gibraltar, knocking him to the ground. Mara’s vision grows hazy 
as she watches Caustic draw his sidearm and point it at 
Gibraltar’s head.
 
She’s barely conscious now. Echo flaps its wings in front of 
Mara.
 
Mara’s eyes widen.
 

MARA
Survive.

 
She sprints across the room, jet packing above Caustic and the 
wounded Gibraltar.
 

MARA
Go, Echo!

 
Echo flaps through the air ahead of her, into the open sky. 
Caustic fires a few rounds, missing Mara as the jet pack lifts 
her even higher towards the bat. 
 
Turning and looking down the scope of her mother’s rifle, she 
zooms in on Caustic’s head. Mara fires.
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EXT. CAUSTIC TREATMENT FACILITY - EVENING
 
Mara shoulders some of Gibraltar’s weight as they limp away 
from the treatment facility.
 

GIBRALTAR
You’re gettin’ good at this.

 
MARA

I’ve had some practice.
 
FADE OUT:
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We Have No Future - Opening 
Cinematic
Written by Marshall McCann

This sample is the opening, interactive cinematic for a 2.5D PC indie game named We 
Have No Future. There are moments in the cinematic where the player assumes 
control of a creature in a scripted sequence.



FADE IN:
 

EXT. AMPHITHEATRE, QUASAR - DAWN
 
Kneeling at the centre of the amphitheater, STORYTELLER KAIO 
scans an audience of dim lights surrounding him. An entire 
village of swaying orbs of light face him. The crowd of light 
awaits his words. 
 
Behind the onlookers, hangs the shadow of the village, Quasar. 
A town etched into the sea rock with spires of coral repurposed 
as structures and statues and organ-like instruments. 
 
Sea vents play a harmonic gospel tune as hot air rises from 
their coral tubes.
 
At the highest reaches of the town, dim lights continue to 
appear, shining towards Kaio at the amphitheatre. Each of them 
focusing on the massive orb of light dangling from the giant 
body of Kaio. 
 
He blankets the light with a cloth and the village follows 
suit. All light fades from Quasar.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Through Neath, we wondered.

 

EXT. OUTLANDS - NIGHT
 
Indistinguishable creatures scramble across jagged rocks, 
hiding and snickering at the presence of beings below. A few 
shadows appear trudging along in a line on the sea floor below.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
In the ages before the Gift, 
before the conception of our home 
in Quasar, the ancestors waded 
through relentless shadow, 
unguided. 

 
The shades of black across the floor of the Outlands are 
splintered by pockets of bioluminescent light, shimmering on 
various surfaces. 
 
High up, beyond the cliffs, somewhere distant hangs the Moon.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Dangers of endless night descended 
upon them. And they were helpless.

 
A monstrous creature sweeps over a jagged cliff face and turns 
towards the Moon, undulating hastily and swishing displaced 
water. 
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PLAYER CONTROLS A CREATURE AS IT SWIMS UPWARDS.
 
An entire ecosystem is visible on the creature’s scaly spine. 
Glowing critters, sea plants, and overgrowth spin with the 
creature’s movements as it climbs further. 
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Death. Loss. Surely, our demise 
awaited.

 
The creature scoops something akin to human body with its mouth 
and swallows. A faint scream rings out. 
 
As the creature nears the moon, the sky light intensifies and 
grows larger. The light fades back to the large bulb dangling 
from Kaio’s head. 
 

EXT. AMPHITHEATRE, QUASAR - DAWN
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
In our suffering, light was given. 
On this night, generations ago, 
the generous Gift of Esca arose.

 
He taps the large Esca capsule behind him. Its translucent body 
shimmers with golden energy beneath closed petals. 
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
This trait bestowed upon our 
people from the Herald above.

 
PLAYER CAN NOW NAVIGATE AS NOVA.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
The light of the Esca guides us.

 
CROWD

(in unison)
The light of the Esca guides us.

 
STORYTELLER KAIO

Those of their 15th mark, come.
 
PLAYER MUST WALK TOWARDS THE LINE OF KIDS.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Esca is guidance and the light of 
your cycle. A reminder to embrace 
a role, the one drafted for each 
of us.

 
A line of young people forms in front of Kaio. 
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STORYTELLER KAIO
At the shine of the Herald’s pass 
this night, your Gift awaits. You 
are aimless. You are without 
purpose, as we all were.

 
Storyteller Kaio reaches into the capsule. As he pulls his hand 
from the pod, it glows.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
This mark is temporary, your Esca 
will be permanent. Farah. 

 
A boy walks forwards from the line and Kaio wipes some of the 
glowing matter on his forhead.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Lohold.

 
The girl second in line steps towards Kaio and receives the 
mark.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Caelum.

 
Caelum doesn’t walk towards Kaio.
 

NOVA
(whispering)

Go!
 
PLAYER NUDGES CAELUM USING THE INTERACT/ATTACK BUTTON.
 
Caelum saunters towards Kaio and he marks the boy’s forehead. 
Caelum tries to scrub the mark off as he walks away.
 
Kaio grunts loudly then turns his attention to Nova.
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
Nova.

 
As NOVA approaches, Kaio grins and leans forward.
 
WHEN PLAYER ENTERS RANGE OF STORYTELLER, HE SMEARS THE PAINT ON 
HER HEAD. IT ILLUMINATES THE SETTING AROUND HER AND XP 
INCREASES
 

STORYTELLER KAIO
PURPOSE AWAITS YOU!

 
As Kaio finishes speaking, the crowd erupts and the village 
comes to life, bulbs of light scrambling to move on with their 
day. Caelum calls to Nova somewhere in the distance. 
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PLAYER ASSUMES CONTROL.

4.
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Character Quips - Apex Legends
CODE DIALOGUE CHARACTER CONTEXT

vant1_intro Distance won’t keep you safe from me. Vantage Intro Quip

vant1_kill Survival is my thing. It’s clearly not yours. Vantage Kill Quip

vant2_intro You can’t outrun a sniper round. Vantage Intro Quip

vant3_intro I should mention, I’m here for my Mom. Vantage Intro Quip

rev1_intro It will only be fun when you’re dead. Revenant Intro Quip

rev1_kill I’ve seen death up close. Now you’ll see it too. Revenant Kill Quip

rev2_kill It’s not personal. I just enjoy this. Revenant Kill Quip

lob1_kill I thought you’d be more fun. Loba Kill Quip

lob1_intro Watch me while I win. Loba Intro Quip

lob2_kill What? You can’t keep it when you’re dead. Loba Kill Quip

lob2_intro I can spot quality. And you don’t have it. Loba Intro Quip

cau1_kill Your efforts were… statically insignificant. Caustic Kill Quip

cau1_intro An experiment needs data. I see plenty. Caustic Intro Quip

cau2_intro I’ll take pleasure studying your corpses. Caustic Intro Quip

mir1_intro
Sometimes I think no one gets me. I’m not sure I
get me…

Mirage Intro Quip

mir2_intro Can’t kill what you can’t see! Get it? I’m invisible. Mirage Intro Quip

mir3_intro I’m here to win… And have fun. I’ll do that too. Mirage Intro Quip

mir1_kill You shot the wrong me. I know, it’s confusing. Mirage Kill Quip

https://www.notion.so/vant1_intro-6227966cfdd043bbb72418f828d84f3d
https://www.notion.so/vant1_kill-779ba1bf3eda496caca3ec0bbc77bf8a
https://www.notion.so/vant2_intro-4d176e2b26a7474d88b56b896a56a624
https://www.notion.so/vant3_intro-bdfef87c9493415d9a9f1d74101f3920
https://www.notion.so/rev1_intro-35bf2df70b6f4c3fa3807593638cd3d7
https://www.notion.so/rev1_kill-86cbe300582c4d0085a95b8343272484
https://www.notion.so/rev2_kill-8ec1243ae818478e9158427023bfaef8
https://www.notion.so/lob1_kill-cf8522a8d0404e57bae1ec6fb56dcbe6
https://www.notion.so/lob1_intro-1bb8faefef194f258e73564afeda710d
https://www.notion.so/lob2_kill-6d036ee3cf284337beda6c64de7b910c
https://www.notion.so/lob2_intro-c5b24582ddea40ff99b171797fec920e
https://www.notion.so/cau1_kill-4e3a8bfbbc484a0d8f333f3d1e246916
https://www.notion.so/cau1_intro-2add4fc655d548ebb111ca3fba5c9674
https://www.notion.so/cau2_intro-d3bbc809328344199c96fdba0163536a
https://www.notion.so/mir1_intro-6636924c149543aa800e3408b96a613a
https://www.notion.so/mir2_intro-8b7f2a2257384a31b55504963e6e2171
https://www.notion.so/mir3_intro-b7896729b0ba482d94155974d52bc63f
https://www.notion.so/mir1_kill-fc5e131c422c48a28a2381e97780f48a
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Sample - World-building 
Document
The following sample is a deck I built showcasing some of the world-building and 
narrative craft I did for a for a narrative-focused game concept. 
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TONE

CORE PLAYER 
FANTASY

The world of Concrete Sky is brutally unforgiving. Conditions for 
characters are bleak. Humans are vastly outmatched. Good peo-
ple die and others must learn to survive alongside the void of their 
death. However, as in many cases of severe circumstances, there is 
an essence of hope deeply embedded within the world and its in-
habitants. Hope that something will give, that the system of oppres-
sion isn’t enduring. 

Overall, the tone is somber, brutal, but ultimately, hopeful.

Concrete Sky gifts players the magical ability to strip functionality 
from machines and breathe life into other mechanisms. With those 
powers, players can feel a sense of cleverness and achievement in 
how they explore and navigate Breshnev’s dangers and mechanical 
setting.



THEMES

BRESHNEV

ECHELON

Rebellion, Conflict, Persecution, Resistance, Social Disparity, Generational TraumaConcrete Sky takes place in a much harsher world than our own. Breshnev, 
especially, is a frigid and claustrophobic atmosphere tangled in a web of 
mechanisms and brutalist buildings connected to massive piping, sprouting 
towards the concrete sky above. The game primarily takes place in a few 
sectors across Breshnev, concluding when Hendra reaches Echelon.

Breshnev is the last known human dwelling in the new world. It resides on the 
lower-most floor of the concrete sky, below Echelon. The city is separated into 
five districts: Mulba, Estan, Carosen, Archa, and the Gateway.

Atop the concrete ceiling of Breshnev lies Echelon, home of the Zagal. 
Few humans have been to the city and returned to Breshnev. Thus, very 
little is known about Echelon. However, it’s said to be filled with illuminant 
objects and incredible machines that assist the Zagal in their daily lives. Like 
Breshnev, Echelon has a frigid climate but the city is internally heated by an 
intricate piping system and complicated mechanisms. 

The city is also home to Jel Zagal, emperor and supposed saviour of the new 
world.

SETTING
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One of many orphaned youth raised in the frosty sprawl 

of Breshnev, Hendra Sagan resides in a squalid, boxy 

shelter with her elderly best friend, Juniper. For the price 

of bread and company, Juniper houses Hendra and is of 

the few who know her secret. She’s a Technic. Technic’s 

are a rare, magical breed of human with the ability to 

strip life from machines and transfer it elsewhere.

While seemingly a gift, Hendra’s powers seem a terrible 

curse to many in Breshnev, including to Hendra herself. 

The Zagal, a superior race of beings, persecute humans 

like Hendra. After discovering the potential demise of 

Breshnev, Hendra recognizes one option—escape to 

Echelon with Juniper as soon as possible, however possi-

ble.

Along her path to escape, she’ll learn to wield her powers 

more adeptly. These powers draw attention from many 

across Breshnev and Echelon including famed Technic 

hunter, Colozar Sentoquin.

Attributes and Skills

Technic

Can steal and transfer the life force or functionality of 

machines, rendering one machine useless and another 

functional.

Catwalk

With Baubacar’s training, Hendra learned to avoid the 

unsavoury spots in the city by travelling across the roofs, 

machines, and tangled piping atop the city. She climbs, 

flips, and slithers through the city seamlessly these days. 

Character Arc

Hendra begins the story as a hopeful kid searching for 

answers from the concrete above. The more the world 

divulges and responds, the more jaded and disappoint-

ed Hendra becomes with her circumstances and herself. 

Part of that cynicism is attached to her age and growing 

up, but another aspect is the horrible things that continue 

to happen to her because of Technic abilities.

Hendra begins her journey hopeful and curious. Over the 

course of the story, she becomes more cynical and dis-

trustful of the her environment.

PLAYER CHARACTER

Hendra Sagan

14 years old. Orphan from Breshnev. 

Hopeful, gritty, loyal.

Character References

Mathilda (Leon the Professional), 11 (Stranger Things), 

Ripley (Alien), Katara (Avatar: The Last Airbender), Ami-

cia (A Plague Tale: Innocence)



Juniper Melos

Juniper Melos, 75, is Hendra Sagan’s dearest friend 

and roommate. As a long time resident of Breshnev, 

he’s seen the construction of pillars and an era when 

the Zagal were far more amicable towards humans.

Hendra is one of the few friends June has ever had. 

They met because he feeds many of the vagrant 

children throughout the city - supplied by Baubacar, 

a local merchant. Hendra was always peculiar. More 

hopeful than most children on the street - the world 

felt more spacious with her around. 

Juniper is beaten to a pulp and presumed dead as 

Hendra’s escapes from a group of Hunter-class Za-

gal.

Baubacar

Baubacar, 33, is a shadowy figure to most citizens of 

Breshnev but those who know him, understand he’s 

a merchant - of both information and goods. How 

he obtains his merchandise is a mystery to many 

but Hendra and Juniper have a suspicion he steals it 

from the Zagal guard outposts.

 Hendra and Juniper aren’t sure where Baubacar is 

from or where he lives but he offers bread in ex-

change for any yield from Juniper’s prized green-

house. Often, he brings extra food for June to provide 

vagrant orphans on the street. 

Baubacar is fond of Hendra. He doesn’t know she’s a 

Technic but he senses something is different about 

her. He feels responsible for her in a way - training 
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her to navigate the roofs of Breshnev since she first 

came to Juniper as a hungry orphan. Since then, she 

scaled the walls and travelled by roof just like him.

Baubacar ultimately betrays Hendra, delivering her to 

a mysterious Zagal for safe passage to Echelon.

Conlyth Goswin 

Conlyth, 25, is the leader of a local revolutionary 

group in Breshnev. With vicious hatred for the Zagal 

and the way they’ve caged humans to this siloed 

existence, her group of revolutionaries aim to stir up 

the masses of the city and storm the gates of the 

Great Stairway leading to Echelon, the floor above 

Breshnev and the home of the Zagals. 

After witnessing Hendra deter a Bulgar (robotic 

weapon of the Zagal), Conlyth asks Hendra to join 

their revolt and tells her about the impending dan-

ger of the purge (which Hendra already heard from 

Baubacar). Hendra declines stating that she needs 

to get her friend out of Breshnev foremost. Conlyth 

mentions that there aren’t many ways to escape but 

behind her revolution. 

She imagines they’ll be seeing each other again.stat-

ing that she needs to get her friend out of Breshnev 

foremost. Conlyth says there aren’t many ways to es-

cape but behind her revolution. She imagines they’ll 

be seeing each other again.
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Sentoquin, 91, is of the most feared Zagal on 
Terra. He commands a unit of soldiers under 
direct order the Jel Zagal. His troop descend 
from Echelon and above to hunt Technics. He’s 
ruthless and regularly murders unrelated civil-
ian humans. Zagal have a longer life span than 
humans - relative to Zagal lifespans, Colozar is 
closer to 45 years old.

Some say his hatred for humans roots from the 
loss of his family when they arrived to Terra. His 
parents were human sympathizers and spoke 
out against the Zagal Conquest, the initial perse-
cution of the human race by the Zagal - led by 
Emperor Jel Zagal. 

Official records state that Sentoquin’s parents 
were murdered by human refugees harboured 
in their home, one of which was a Technic like 
Hendra. Witnessing the slaughter of his family, 
Sentoquin has maintained a vicious vendetta 
against most humans but more specifically, to-
wards Technics. Hendra learns a bit of Colozar’s 
personal history while searching around the rev-
olutionaries’ base.

Colozar Sentoquin and his troop tirelessly hunt 
Hendra throughout the latter half of *Concrete 
Sky.* In a final attempt to capture Hendra, Sen-
toquin pursues her along the walls of the Great 
Pillar - ultimately falling to his demise.

Zagal Soldiers
Zagal soldiers have many rankings but the most 
prominent to humans and to Hendra are Tier 
Guards, Technic Hunters, Ranged Guards, and 
Gateway Guards.

Zagal guards commute up and down the gate-
way each day, avoiding staying in Breshnev too 
long. Technic Hunters are known for relentlessly 
scouring the frigid streets of Breshnev deep into 
the night, ceasing only when they’ve apprehend-
ed or eliminated their target.

Tier Guard
The most standard of Zagal guards which patrol 
the streets of outer districts of Breshnev. Their 
attacks are close range and slow but very pow-
erful. 

Sentinel Guard
Sentinel Guards sparsely line the rooftops and 
gateway of Breshnev. They have a ranged pro-
jectile attack which can be deadly.

Technic Hunter
Technic hunters are of the highest ranked Zagal 
guards. Their weapons lack an energy source 
like the rest of the guards which makes the 
mechanisms on their body’s impervious to Tech-
nic powers. The best route to defeat them is to 
escape along the roofs or to use surrounding 
mechanisms to hurt them. 

Gateway Guard
Gateway guards are well-trained soldiers with a 
mid-ranged spear attack that can cover a great 
distance paired with their quicker movements. 

Bulgar
Bulgar are ogre-like war machines built by the 
Zagal to oppress humans. They are relatively 
uncommon but devastatingly strong. Even for a 
powerful Technic, it would difficult to diminish 
the energy source of a Bulgar.



STORY
SUMMARY
pt.1

All that remains of the old world is one concrete slab stacked above another, towering 

over an inhospitable abyss below. Dwelling on the lowest floor of these layered 

slabs is Breshnev, the underbelly city of the new world and home for the remnants 

of the human-race. Fourteen year-old Hendra Sagan was born there and it’s all she’s 

known. Although, she can’t avoid gazing up from the tangled piping of Breshnev to 

the winding Great Staircase leading to... Echelon. The mysterious home of the Zagal, a 

master race of beings and the engineers of the concrete slabs that supposedly once 

saved human existence.

After learning from Baubacar (a Robinhood-like figure) of the impending destruction 

of Breshnev, Hendra aims to escape the city alongside Juniper, her elderly roommate 

and best friend. There’s a single exit from Breshnev and it leads to Echelon. The path 

is a staircase spiralling around a colossal cylindrical pillar in the centre of her city, 

known as the Great Staircase.

Unfortunately, the Great Staircase is heavily guarded by Zagal soldiers and towering, 

destructive machines known as Bulgar. After a run-in with local revolutionary leader, 

Conlyth Goswin and a menacing Bulgar, it is revealed that Hendra is a Technic, a rare 

magical off-shoot of the human race able to strip, store, and transfer the functionality 

of machines. At the revolutionary base, Hendra soon realizes that her only opportunity 

of escaping Breshnev’s demise is behind the revolutionary force aiming to overtake 

the staircase that night.



Returning home to Juniper, Hendra attempts to drag along her 

elderly friend to the inner district near the staircase. Their argument 

is interrupted by a disturbance outside. A hunter-class squadron of 

Zagal are entering their building to search for Hendra. She’s shuttled 

under the floorboards, crawling away as the soldiers brutalize Juniper 

above her. Believing Juniper dead, Hendra escapes to the roof and is 

confronted by Colozar Sentoquin, the most feared Zagal in Breshnev. 

She flees from him, eventually rendezvousing with Baubacar. The two 

travel to the Great Staircase and enter the madness of the revolt with 

Colozar and his squadron tailing them. 

Baubacar and Hendra are separated during the uprising, climbing 

the staircase and fending off Zagal soldiers as they spiral upwards. 

The revolt stalls halfway and revolutionary leader, Conlyth calls on 

Hendra to use her powers against a machine guard known as a Bulgar. 

However, this allows Colozar to spot Hendra and continue his pursuit. 

Before Colozar reaches Hendra, Baubacar pulls her from the staircase 

and they scale the piping mechanisms together to navigate along the 

wall. Colozar follows closely behind using his mechanical limbs to scale 

the concrete. Nearing the top of the pillar, Colozar corners Hendra, 

severing her from Baubacar. A battle ensues and Colozar dangles on 

the edge of a platform, using his mechanical arm to hang on. 

The two have an emotional exchange about the persecution of 

Technics and Hendra takes pity on the vengeful Zagal, deciding 

to leave him. Baubacar jumps down and blasts the Zagal from 

the precipice against Hendra’s wishes. 

Baubacar and Hendra scale the rest of the pillar in silence as 

they watch the revolt climb the staircase simultaneously. They 

reach the top of the pillar and watch as the revolutionary force 

clashes with more Zagal at the gate of Echelon. It appears they 

are losing. Hendra runs to help the Breshnevians but she’s 

apprehended by an unfamiliar type of Zagal guard. She calls for 

Baubacar but he apologizes to her, mentioning that everyone 

needs a ticket the throne of Jel Zagal in the distance of Echelon 

and the screen blackens.

STORY
SUMMARY pt.2
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The Refrained
A religious group of fanatics that gather in 
Carosen, a district of the city between where 
Hendra lives and Gateway. The Refrained be-
lieve that the Zagal are gods and that humans 
ought to praise and obey them. They are an op-
position faction to the Revolutionaries - actively 
fighting each other. 

The Refrained are recognizable by their painted 
grey skin with a black stripe across their fore-
heads - emulating the look of Zagal. They typ-
ically cloak themselves in long dark, hooded 
garments as well.

Zagal Soldiers
Most Zagal soldiers view humans as nothing 
more than tedious and stupid, cattle-like crea-
tures. They’re typically abusive to the people of 
Breshnev. Regular soldiers are also incredibly 
disinterested in their guard stations in Breshnev, 
they find the city disgusting and frigid.

Zagal soldiers are recognizable by their tall, 
silvery bodies with black fur near their neckline. 
They wear crimson uniforms wrapping around 
their thick bodies. Most soldiers are also ar-
moured with mechanical weapons and an ener-
gy source that attach to their bodies magnetical-
ly. 

Larger guard stations are scattered throughout 
the district, Archa.

The Orphans
A lesser known faction throughout Breshnev but 
equally important to the ecosystem of the city. 
Most children without parents living in Breshnev 
quickly die. Those who don’t die grow up in an 
ecosystem of ruthless survival. They’re sharp-
ened by the rugged environment and unforgiv-
ing circumstances. 

These children live in the backstreets of all dis-
tricts, even Carosen. Hendra knows each orphan 
by name. Very few speak the common tongue, 
much less read.

Revolutionaries
Filled with disgruntled humans and citizens of 
Brezhnev, the revolutionaries have long aimed 
to upend the rule of the Zagal over their city and 
the majority of the human race. The revolution-
aries  found ways to counteract the use of ma-
chines as guards by the Zagal and even created 
a few weapons to leverage against the Zagal.

Many citizens of Brezhnev are indifferent in 
their support of the Revs. They believe they may 
cause more harm than good for the people of 
Breshnev. 

Their home base is in the far corner of Archa, 
right under the noses of the Zagal. However, 
they move around quite often to remain unde-
tected by Hunters or guards.
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